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Community, Training
resources and Coaching
for new Coffee Shop and
Café owners
The support you need to
open successfully

Start-Up Coaching Club
www.startupacoffeeshop.com

Andrew & Claire Bowen are coffee
shop coaches and the authors of the
award-winning best selling book The Daily
Grind - how to open and run a coffee shop
that makes money Awarded Best Coffee
Book of all time by Bookauthority.
They opened and ran their own
successful chain of independent coffee
shops and were inspired to write their
book to stop new ventures making
mistakes. They speak at trade events,
write articles, host a podcast and work
with coffee shops all over the world.

The Ultimate
Shortcut to starting
your Coffee Shop
or Café
Imagine being able to ‘look under the hood’ of
successful coffee shops, to see the systems,
processes, routines and checklists that make
them run. Things like...
•

How they choose the best site to open

•

How they get a constant stream of new guests
through their doors and keep them coming back

•

How they set the right prices to charge

•

How they attract the very best people to work
with them and keep them

•

How they design a money making and saving
layout

•

How they work with landlords to get the very best
deal on a lease

•

How they run day to day operations

Start-Up Club
Commmunity
The Coffee Shop and Café Start-Up Club
Mastermind is our exclusive community –
dedicated to supporting you on your coffee shop
journey
•

Make friends and business connections

•

100% of your questions answered by us

•

Get feedback, critiques and perspectives on
your plans, menu, equipment and forecasts

•

Tap into a vast pool of combined resources
that are only available to members

Club

We don’t sell to you
•
•
•

•

Unlike many courses that are run by
roasters or equipment suppliers we don't
sell you anything
Unlike many websites we don't want your
details to sell on to suppliers
Unlike some hospitality coaches we
personally owned and ran our own chain
of cafés and coffee shops as well as being
fully trained baristas
Our #1 objective is your long term success

We have run our own very successful multi site coffee shop
business

YOUR SUPPORT COMMUNITY

How do you know what to do when you are
just starting up a coffee shop or café?
Let’s face it, most people starting up a café don’t exactly have a ton of
extra cash laying around.
This makes it hard to afford hiring mentors, coaches, experts and
other things that make starting a coffee shop easier.
The reality is that most new start-ups figure out everything on their own
or worse take advice from someone who is trying to sell them
something. It can be really hard and even lonely when...
•
There is nobody cheering you on
•
You don't have someone experienced guiding
you
Or you have nobody to call when you hit a roadblock or have a question.
That’s why so many new coffee shops or cafes only last 18 months to 3
years, have a look around your local area, how many of these short lived
cafés can you see?
You can spot them as they won't have much on display, there will be
equipment that needs repairing, the owner will look stressed and
dejected and there will be a constant stream of new staff.

But it doesn’t have to be like this…
Use our systems and processes in your own café or coffee shop.
Can you imagine how much faster you would be able to open and
grow your coffee shop or café if you can use proven processes and
systems instead of having to create them yourself?
•
How much time you would save?
•
How much trial and error you would avoid?
•
How much quicker could you open?
•
How much more confidence would you have?
•
How much money will you save?
Well these are some of the many benefits you get inside the
Start-Up A Coffee Shop Club...

…What members are saying

‘

"Well I have finally completed the
resources, and what an eye-opener it has
been ( in a good way ) - I now have to get
down to the hard graft of completing all
the spreadsheets and working everything
out properly. Thank you so much for all the
hard work you have put in to the club, this
will make a massive difference in the way I
approach the whole thing."
Sarah Louise

‘

’
’

Thank you both, - so extensive and

thorough- super helpful. Thank you
again
Lisa Brightman

‘
‘

They tailored the information for me so
that it was applicable for Luxembourg.
The content was amazing and I would
definitely recommend to everyone
thinking of opening a coffee shop.
Vera Kropackova

’

Have just recently joined the
group and the content is absolutely
brilliant, so informative.
Lara Wilson
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Extra unique content is
added regularly…
Inside you'll get the foundational trainings you need
to start your coffee business.
You'll get to connect with like minded
entrepreneurs. You’ll get your questions answered
by us. And more…
We share with you our unique operating principles,
developed over the 15 years that we used to run our
business.
You won’t find this detail and perspective anywhere
else.
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